
Recipient: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo

Letter: Greetings,

Dear Governor Cuomo,

Agreed, these days, you're being "America's Governor" , and your dedication
to saving lives during the pandemic is truly impressive. What's more, your
varied accomplishments to advance New York state's progress in many
valuable directions deserves the applause you receive at your annual state
of the state addresses. But regretfully, your long standing and deeply-held
antipathy toward Indian Point by shutting it down and practically pounding
your chest in victory is appalling, considering the truly colossal quantities of
clean, reliable power its supplied to downstate New York over the 47 years
of its operation.

No other carbon-free power source outside of nuclear energy can equal
this feat --and save countless lives. Consider the gas power plants that will
replace Indian Point, and the harm their emissions will do to our air quality
and the environment. Deaths from this pollution will result. Are you willing
to accept what will essentially be blood on your hands? Wind farms, offshore
and on, and the solar farms you promise to provide 'clean' energy are a
fiction. Engineers and scientists have studied facts, data and evidence that
show these sources have a 'hidden in plain sight' carbon footprint because
their intermittency requires constant back-up by other sources. Take away
nuclear, and that leaves fossil fuel – get it?

And you should know better with respect to the myths used to attack
Indian Point, as propagated by anti-nuclear foamers, to which you evidently
subscribe and use to your agenda's benefit.

Now that the Covid-19 pandemic conveniently eclipses your act of shutting
down the first of these two beneficial reactors, we can only imagine
you're breathing a sigh of relief that it won't get much attention. But the
honeymoon won't last for long when New York's increased greenhouse gas
emissions and adverse health statistics point to the actions you will have
taken.

At this eleventh hour, we can only wish you the wisdom to pause and reflect.
Listen to the experts, not the fear-mongers, AND the oil and gas industry



lobbyists pulling the strings behind the curtain. In the end, your reputation
and legacy may rest on what would prove to be your greatest blunder
should you follow through with your blind determination to gratify an
Ahab-like obsession to kill Indian Point.



Comments

Name Location Date Comment

Keith Rodan New York, NY 2020-03-31 "I believe carbon free nuclear power is essential to mitigate climate
change, and to keep our downstate New York region's air quality
safe from increased fossil fuel plant greenhouse gas emissions."

Richard Steeves Madison, WI 2020-03-31 "Science and good sense demands that we keep safe, dense,
carbon-free energy going 24/7."

Philip Carlson Fredericksburg, VA 2020-03-31 "Philip CarlsonFredericksburg, VA"

Ray Sundby Newark, CA 2020-04-01 "As an engineer I'e looked at the data. For now nuclear is the only
way to go."

mark norris shottisham,
England, UK

2020-04-01 "The climate crisis is an extreme problem that develops at a pace
slow enough to not initially perceive it as the crisis it truly is. Like
a viral pandemic in fact. Retention of every CO2-free source of
electricity generation slows the curve. Unforced removal of any
CO2-free source is climate vanadlism - don't do it!"

Jonathan Schattke Rolla, MO 2020-04-01 "Nuclear power is the cleanest, cheapest and safest power known to
man"

Catherine Mellor Lodi, CA 2020-04-01 "Nuclear energy is the densest, cleanest, and most reliable source of
power there is."

Michael Mann Webster, NY 2020-04-01 "New York needs all the clean, reliable energy of Indian Point to
meet climate goals and ultimately have clean air to breath."

Rezwan Razani South Bound
Brook, NJ

2020-04-01 "Getting rid of zero carbon energy is insane. We are in a climate
crisis! That's almost a gigawatt year equivalent of emission
free energy you're throwing away. Google this: "Show us your
FirstGigawattDown""

Matt Robinson Brisbane, Australia 2020-04-02 "Over the past several decades, nuclear has proven to be the lowest
cost, cleanest and safest form of electricity generation available,
beating solar, wind, hydro, coal and gas on every measure. It makes
no sense at all to shut down established, reliable, clean, low-cost
nuclear electricity with no better alternatives available. Please
ensure this plant continues to operate as long as it possibly can. In
the meantime, build more!"

Chris Seymour Ames, IA 2020-04-02 "Nuclear is the most powerful solution to climate change."

Keith Vermillion Chicago, IL 2020-04-02 "Nuclear power is the best way to make electricity for a developed
nation. Replacing it is difficult if not impossible. I would suggest
making the necessary investments to ensure Indian Point will be
producing electricity 60 years from now, that’s not just me, either."

William Lethbridge Edmonton, Canada 2020-04-02 "I believe in clean Nuclear"

Michael Pelizzari Sunnyvale, CA 2020-04-02 "Melty the Polar Bear says, "Remember, only U can prevent climate
change: U-233, U-235, and U-238.""



Name Location Date Comment

Ed Pheil Delanson, NY 2020-04-02 "Nuclear is the cleanest, safest, lowest CO2 power. If Indian Point
is closed it will be replaced by CO2 & NOx increasing natural gas
plants!"

Kory Welsch Kennewick, WA 2020-04-02 "In the battle against climate change, we need all the carbon free
sources of energy we can get. It just so happens the science and
data back nuclear as our best option. Closing this plant down would
be a step in the wrong direction. I urge you to please follow the
NRC’s lead in continuing operation of this plant."

geoff jones Burnaby, Canada 2020-04-02 "Nuclear power is a clean high density energy and anyone who truly
believes in mitigating climate change has no option but to accept
nuclear."

Elvira Bertsche Rochelle, IL 2020-04-02 "Nuclear energy is the safest, carbon free and energy dense source
of power we have and it would be a great shame to let that go
before having a renewable alternative to replace it."

Steve Gathany Endicott, NY 2020-04-03 "I believe in nuclear power"

Darryl Siemer Idaho Falls, ID 2020-04-03 "I'm signing this because you've recently convinced me that you
make decisions based upon facts, science, and the probable long
term consequences of you decisions - not just upon whatever
sounds nice at the moment. Indian Point isn't a perfect reactor
but is certainly a hell of a lot more reliable than are any number of
windmills. When you become President maybe you can convince
your DOE head to focus his/her agency's efforts upon developing a
genuinely renewable nuclear fuel cycle that's big enough to power
the whole country, not just another cost-is-no-object micro reactor
suitable only for niche applications."

Marion Brook Castlemaine,
Victoria, Australia

2020-04-03 "Nuclear power is one of our only non-CO2 baseload power
options. To close this plant with no equivalent non-CO2 emitting
replacement is criminal."

Valerie Gardner Atherton, CA 2020-04-03 "Gov. Cuomo, the crisis demands that you shut down all fossil fuel
generation first, before shutting down the clean energy. Otherwise,
we are moving in the wrong direction. Do the right thing!"

Cristian Garza College Station, TX 2020-04-03 "Clean Safe Energy !"

j ros twizel, Netherlands 2020-04-03 "Nuclear is also clean energy.It has the added benefit of being
dependable. It should benefit from this.And be valued higher then
fossil"

chris Foster Rio Grande City, TX 2020-04-03 "Save IPEC!!!!"

Stephen Scotten Glen Cove, NY 2020-04-03 "Only a lunatic would shut down our most reliable source of
CO2-free electrical power."

ERIN COLACO Houston, TX 2020-04-03 "I'm signing because nuclear power can be a safe carbon free
alternative to any conventional power source. If nuclear is
decommissioned, it should be done in a process as rigorous as
possible, not by a low bidding company with a dubious record."



Name Location Date Comment

Mohd Ridzuan Isa Cyberjaya,
Malaysia

2020-04-03 "The world can't do without clean safe energy"

Zachary Van Horn State College, PA 2020-04-03 "Clean, safe, and reliable nuclear energy cannot be sidelined in our
fight against Climate Change."

Ryan ONeill Summerville, US 2020-04-03 "Nuclear power is the safest, cleanest, and most reliable form of
energy production."

Anthony Devoe Ipswich, MA 2020-04-03 "The pollution created by the replacement energy source will drift to
new england and add to global warming."

scott medwid oberlin, OH 2020-04-03 "I’m signing because it just makes sense to keep a good existing
plant running for as long as possible. It’s paid for and it pumps out
clean electricity on a schedule your regardless of whether. Cheap
Indian point running for as long as possible"

Richard Steeves Madison, WI 2020-04-03 "Nuclear power is only appreciated by people who take the trouble
to truly understand it...please DO IT."

Joan Porter Manchester, NH 2020-04-04 "Nuclear power is clean and safe. More importantly, it is already
built and online!!!"

Joe Schiewe Canby, OR 2020-04-04 "we need to keep our clean energy capacity. Decommission coal,
natural gas and oil plants before ever removing a nuclear power
plant."

Andy Jensen Poughkeepsie, NY 2020-04-04 "NYS needs age reliable power. Nuclear is an essential past of clean
energy. Power should be created in NYS for NYS. Prices will double
in a few years after it closes and rolling brown outs in the city in the
high demand periods. Nothing has been done to replace this clean
energy. Leave it open and maintain IPEC 1&2. Perhaps even install a
brand new one at that location. Onside ring all the infrastructure is
already there. This is being closed due to political reasons and only
gets support with uninformed opinions based on fear."

Canon Bryan Vancouver, Canada 2020-04-04 "Shutting off 25% of NYC's clean power will absolutely require
natural gas to replace it. Anyone concerned with climate should be
appalled at such an ill-conceived plan."

Mark Setterberg Houston, TX 2020-04-04 "Given that Indian Point Unit 2 is already in place, there's little to be
gained by closing it now."

Carl Wurtz Burbank, CA 2020-04-04 "If you think clean electricity from Indian Point will be replaced by
renewable energy, think again:"Two top former Cuomo aides to
New York Governor Andrew Cuomo worked with a major Cuomo
campaign contributor, the natural gas company Competitive
Power Ventures, to close Indian Point nuclear plant."The New York
Times reported today that Indian Point's operator had agreed to
close the plant, bowing to intense pressure from Cuomo."Mention
of the episode is an a federal criminal indictment filed by Preet
Bharara, the U.S. Attorney in Manhattan, on September 22,
2016."Based on my review of publicly available documents and
my interviews of witnesses," wrote the US attorney, 'including
employees of [Competitive Power Ventures], the importance
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of the [CPV Valley Energy Center] to the State depended at
least in part, on whether [Indian Point] was going to be shut
down.'http://environmentalprogress.org/big-news/2017/1/6/natural-gas-promotor-at-center-of-new-york-corruption-scandal-pushed-to-close-indian-point-nuclear-pl"

Kevin Caraccioli Oswego, NY 2020-04-04 "Nuclear power provides CONSISTENT, CONSTANT & CLEAN
electricity for all. The 3 C’s...that's all you need to know!"

Eric Meyer US 2020-04-04 "This plant produces over 80% of NYC's clean electricity and creates
thousands of jobs!"

Charles Cohen Coraopolis, PA 2020-04-04 "Nuclear Power is the most effective way to reduce carbon
emissions. Closing down the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant
will result in an increase in carbon emissions from the additional
burning of natural gas, and an associated rise in air pollution along
with deleterious health consequences."

James Swenson El Segundo, CA 2020-04-04 "At least mothball it, preserve it for the future."

Lachlan Thomas Halifax, Canada 2020-04-04 "Necessary"

Benn Fazio Deltona, FL 2020-04-04 "No nuclear plant that can be safely operated should be shutdown
until all coal and gas plants have been shut down."

Mark Barnett Preston, Australia 2020-04-05 "I’m signing because the thought of losing a clean energy source is
preposterously stupid."

Reva Hill Gaithersburg, MD 2020-04-05 "We don't have leeway to make foolish energy decisions. Keeping
Indian Point open now will help us create a more stable, livable
climate."

C. Kelly Wright New York, NY 2020-04-05 "Valerie has the eyes I trust on these and other critical issues."

Bradley Ferrier Australia 2020-04-05 "The world needs more nuclear power, not less."

Tom Dolan Charlottesville, VA 2020-04-05 "The only true viable way to reduce carbon pollution is to extend
lifespans of existing nuclear plants and build new Gen IV plants"

David Tremain St. Louis, MO 2020-04-05 "Fossil fuels are ruining the environment we live in and it’s time to
keep nuclear power plants open and add more!"

Walter Heenan New Paltz, NY 2020-04-05 "Stopping climate change is too important and eliminating this
important source of carbon-free energy significantly diminishes our
chance of success."

Rachel Allen Kencot, England,
UK

2020-04-06 "We need nuclear more than any other fuel"

Albert Rogers Arlington, VA 2020-04-07 "There is nothing that can give power as cleanly as a working
reactor, for the simple reason that per ton of the fuel, even although
only two or three percent of it is actually consumed, it gives as
much power as scores of thousands of tons of anything chemical,
including the thousands of tons of batteries you'd need to make
"renewable" energy of the wind and solar kinds, responsive to
demand."
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Vikki Personius Herndon, VA 2020-04-07 "IMPORTANT!!!!"

Patricia milligan Dickerson, MD 2020-04-08 "nuclear energy is a safe and carbon free source of power. it is
ridiculous to shut these units down and deprive NY and the rest of
the world of the clean and reliable power from these two units"

LINDA GEORGE Bronx, NY 2020-04-08 "I am supporting Mark DEHAVEN"

Paul Wilson Madison, WI 2020-04-09 "I'm signing because Indian Point is one of the biggest sources of
emission free electricity in New York and we can't afford to increase
emissions by shutting it down."

Nikolai Sitz Schenectady, NY 2020-04-09 "The best current answer to green energy is a nuclear powered base
augmented by other green power technologies."

Doug Beitch Wilmington, NC 2020-04-09 "no means of replacing this power that is Carbon Free. Please
change your view and let the station continue till end of the plant
life."

Doyle Johnson US 2020-04-09 "Closing a functioning nuclear plant so we can burn more fossil
fuels makes no sense"

Ian Cocking Farnborough,
England, UK

2020-04-09 "With the pressures of Climate Change premature closure of this
facility is a crime against all of humanity"

Stephan Freund Hamburg,
Germany

2020-04-09 "We need nuclear to stop climate change!"

Matt Stover US 2020-04-10 "It's safe and clean. Only the ignorant would want this source of
clean energy shut down."

Dmitry Wieber Palmyra, NY 2020-04-10 "Nuclear is clean, safe, abundant, up and running..."

Dennis Sweeney York, PA 2020-04-10 "Most reliable source of clean energy, most strict safety
requirements. Highest standards of acceptance on materials and
work quality"

Sheila Pate Oak harbor, OH 2020-04-10 "Nuclear is 99% carbon free admissions."

Jan-Christian Lewitz Germany 2020-04-11 "We need all safe carbon-dioxide-free and round-the-clock
energy sources. This is especially valid in times when economy is
endangered by global issues like corona-crisis."

ERIC ROBINSON San Diego, CA 2020-04-14 "Carbon free energy should not be replaced by Fracked Gas power
plants"

Carl Silbernagel Rhinelander, WI 2020-04-14 "Don’t go backwards! Continue to use clean, safe, reliable, and
energy dense nuclear power!"

Dennis Schreiner Sandusky, OH 2020-04-15 "Shutting down a perfectly good non polluting power plant is just so
wrong"

John McGay Dixon, CA 2020-04-15 "Don’t be foolish by shutting this facility down"
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Christian Schröter Germany 2020-04-15 "No to stepping back to an old technology"

Daniel Dubay Novi, MI 2020-04-15 "Do what's right for our future. We need more clean carbon neutral
power, not less."

Elizabeth DuBois Marblehead, MA 2020-04-15 "It makes sense"

Stacy Carroll Chester Springs,
PA

2020-04-15 "Nuclear is clean, reliable energy!!!"

chris kirby Cold Spring
Harbor, NY

2020-04-15 "Nuclear power is a solution not a problem."

William Halsey Martinez, CA 2020-04-15 "This is not the time to waste reliable, safe and clean base-load
energy sources."

Isaac Unson Phoenixville, PA 2020-04-15 "Clean renewable energy is a commendable goal, but to get there
were going to need to use cleaner existing technology (nuclear over
fossil fuels) first."

Stephen Kraus Snellville, GA 2020-04-15 "Nuclear is clean energy and futureproof.Keep it open!"

Lindsay Dempsey Calgary, Canada 2020-04-15 "Fun Fact, any active nuclear power plant will always displace energy
from a fossil fueled plants. If you care about carbon emissions, learn
to cherish your nuclear power plants."

John Bretti Yorktown Heights,
NY

2020-04-15 "We should not be eliminating 2,000 MWe of emissions free
electricity. With the COVID-19 pandemic, that is even more true
given that coronavirus attacks the respiratory system and the use of
nuclear power reduces pollution and respiratory illnesses."

Glen Lawson Charlotte, NC 2020-04-15 "Even Wind and Solar need sidekicks when the weather is not on our
side. Let Nuclear be our sidekick, not fossil fuels!"

N. K. Mason Fort Valley, VA 2020-04-15 "We absolutely must move in the direction of carbon free energy.
This is not the way to do it. Hang on to Indian Point until it is
properly replaced."

Nora Pope Richmond Hill,
Canada

2020-04-15 "Nuclear supplies clean air"

Matt Mairinger Toronto, Canada 2020-04-15 "Clean air saves lives! #splitdontemit"

Lisa Johnson Niagara Falls, NY 2020-04-15 "Lisa Johnson , friend , very good cause!"

Robert Lund Salt Lake City, UT 2020-04-15 "It is absurd to shut down a massive dependable clean source of
energy like this."

Rüdiger Meyer Dartford, England,
UK

2020-04-15 "For decades, nuclear power has been unjustly vilified by the climate
killers and polluters from the coal and gas industry. This has to stop,
nuclear is the cleanest option by far."

John Harris Pulaski, NY 2020-04-15 "I believe in clean, dependable Nuclear power!"
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Marcus Vincent Vacaville, CA 2020-04-15 "I don't want billions of tons of CO2 pumped into the air as a
consequence of shutting down safe nuclear power!"

James Feeney Oswego, NY 2020-04-15 "Great run plant. Safe, secure, vital!!"

Chris Smolinski Oswego, NY 2020-04-15 "Nuclear Power lowers emissions. Because nuclear power provides
base load that can’t be replaced by current “green” energy sources
and can only be replaced by burning more fossil fuels!!"

Rich Johnson Oswego, NY 2020-04-16 "I believe in nuclear power. And compared to the other options in
the NYC area. Is the best option for the area."

Susan Richards Oswego, NY 2020-04-16 "Nuclear is green clean energy."

Jiayi Diao Germantown, TN 2020-04-16 "Nuclear is key to baseload carbon free energy."

Cindy Gravois Zachary, LA 2020-04-16 "Nuclear power is clean, safe, and inexpensive. It also has a
renewable source, those we chose not to renew it due to fear."

Robert Kopp portland, OR 2020-04-16 "Indian Point is an important source of energy."

Paul Pitcher Baldwinsville, NY 2020-04-16 "Because nuclear power is essential and carbon free."

Lisa and David Rolf Eden Prairie, MN 2020-04-16 "Previously built Nuclear power continues to be the most cost
effective, green, and reliable electric power resources we have.
Don't wast our existing resources, and keep this power plant open.
More new , more efficient and safer nuclear reactor designs must be
allowed to be developed in our country. They are now outlawed by
act of congress law."

Yasmin Rodriguez Elgin, IL 2020-04-16 "Yasmin Rodriguez"

James Leonard Secaucus, US 2020-04-16 "Wind and Solar aren't going to make it up."

john erkan oswego, NY 2020-04-16 "IP 2 and 3 are well run and safe plants with a proven emergency
response program. Keep these plants running to promote a green
contribution to climate crisis"

CARL WONG VAN NUYS, CA 2020-04-16 "We need to successfully address climate change."

Jim Collier Wappingers Falls,
NY

2020-04-16 "Jim Collier"

Don Maffei Pleasant Valley, NY 2020-04-16 "Indian Point offers safe, clean, green, efficient power!!"

David Fucheck New Hartford, US 2020-04-16 "I’m signing because I believe in safe reliable energy source from
nuclear power"

Brenda Irving Oswego, NY 2020-04-16 "I believe that Nuclear energy is clean, has many educational
professionals staffing to make sure plants run safely. Governor
Cuomo, please keep Indian Point open/active."

N R Chattanooga, TN 2020-04-16 "Nuclear is our best energy option and this facility is critical for
both New York and NYC in achieving its greenhouse gas emissions
reduction targets. Furthermore, it has decades of life left in it and
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closing it would be reckless for the ratepayers of New York and for
the environment."

Kevin Battle Chesterfield, VA 2020-04-16 "carbon free power and great paying jobs"

Jason A. Lillegraven Laramie, US 2020-04-16 "Linda Lillegraven"

Jolene Perkins poughkeepsie, NY 2020-04-16 "I don’t what power outages if we are not ready for it to be shut
down."

Lou Cacciola Monroeville, NJ 2020-04-16 "I support carbon-free, safe and reliable nuclear power!"

John Achterhof Jenison, MI 2020-04-16 "Why persist with the harmful old technology of splitting molecules
when we know how to safely make abundant energy in splitting
atoms?"

John Sitch Oswego, NY 2020-04-17 "We need it !!!!!"

Bob Wolper Mount Kisco, NY 2020-04-17 "Nuclear energy technology has advanced far beyond the initial
Indian Point installations. How will the electricity generated by IP
be replaced? Fossil fuels? Wrong direction. Modernize the reactors?
Sure. Upgrade? Definitely. The TZ bridge reached the end of its
useful life so it was replaced. Do the same with the older reactors
and replace them with modern nuclear tech. It works and will also
supplant the tax revenues about to be lost."

William Heller Weston, FL 2020-04-17 "Unlike unreliable wind and solar which require constantly running
fossil fuel plants to chase their erratic output, nuclear plants provide
extremely massive amounts of reliable emissions-free electricity
24/7."

Florent Le Goux France 2020-04-17 "We need all sources of low-carbon energy."

Margaret McCourt Philadelphia, US 2020-04-17 "I know you must have a reason for shutting down clean energy at
Indian Point but your state really needs it"

Charlie Elder Jr. US 2020-04-17 "Can't wait until the first blackout Cuomo. You'll be begging us to
stay open."

Chuck Dowling Pittsburgh, PA 2020-04-17 "New York needs all the clean, reliable energy of Indian Point to
meet climate goals Summer is coming and the hospitals are running
full throttle"

John Gambichler Cortlandt, NY 2020-04-18 "New York needs Indian Point !!!"

Paul Primavera Rock Hill, SC 2020-04-18 "Nuclear power is safe, clean, secure and has the lowest mortality
rate of any form of power generation."

Cleofe Cuevas Briarcliff Manor,
NY

2020-04-18 "Hardship for all schools town workers"

Steve Gillian Poughkeepsie, NY 2020-04-18 "Nuclear power is New York’s best option for base load power."

William Gallagher Croton-on-Hudson,
NY

2020-04-18 "I agree."
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Jon Baer Mount Kisco, NY 2020-04-18 "Because the negative outweighs the reason to get rid of it."

Veronica Williams Fulton, US 2020-04-18 "Veronica Williams"

Beth Alfieri Oswego, NY 2020-04-18 "!!!"

Paul LeBarron North Salem, NY 2020-04-18 "its the correct thing to do."

Harsh Gupta India 2020-04-18 "In the public interest!"

Robert Howe Dummerston, VT 2020-04-18 "Nuclear power is the cleanest and most efficient source of power
that exists ...shutting Indian Point down would be a serious mistake
just as shutting down Vermont Yankee was"

Michael McCarthy Hopewell Junction,
NY

2020-04-18 "Indian Point is a necessity for this community always has been
always will be."

Tom Andersen Thornbury, Canada 2020-04-18 "Nuclear power is the only clean power that works."

Mark Heberling Franklinville, NY 2020-04-18 "NY requires reliabile power. Wind and solar are not reliable! We
should not be wasting tax payers money."

Tom Stanley Cottonwood, AL 2020-04-18 "it is senseless to close over 2000 Megawatts of electrical production
that New York city needs desperately. Plus the workforce and
property tax for Westchester County."

Norma Shand McKeesport, PA 2020-04-18 "My granddaughter has 30 years there,"

Ed Oetzel Elleville, NY 2020-04-18 "Ed oetzel"

EllaMarie DeVito Poughkeepsie, NY 2020-04-18 "This plant"

EllaMarie DeVito Poughkeepsie, NY 2020-04-18 "It’s a mistake to close this down."

Kevin Curley Garrison, NY 2020-04-18 "We need the power now without the polluting fossil fuels to save
on CO2 emissions. The 700 windmills NYS is planning will take
several years to build and will not even cover all the lost power from
Indian Point. Build the replacement wind/solar 1st, then look at
shutting down IP."

Mike Wood Far Rockaway, NY 2020-04-18 "Clean energy should not be frowned upon in this state."

Joshua Presler Stony point, NY 2020-04-18 "Clean efficient energy is more important than feelings"

Seda Caffery Poughkeepsie, NY 2020-04-18 "I believe Indian point is vital to the state."

Marc Martin Milton, NY 2020-04-18 "Besides the risk of blackouts during this time of uncertainty, can
we really afford to lose more jobs and cause a greater hit to the
local economy? It seems pretty irresponsible to add more potential
disaster to New York's plate while at the same time increasing our
carbon footprint just to feed a politician's ego when Indian Point is
more than capable of producing safe, clean, vital power for many
years to come."
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Michelle Lewis Buchanan, NY 2020-04-18 "Start listening to the THOUSANDS of homeowners from the VERY
AREA where the power plant is located who don’t have a problem
with depending on this energy source! You don’t have the right to
speak on our behalf from your golden palace in the city... wake up
and do the right thing."

Krystal Poidomani New Windsor, NY 2020-04-18 "This would be an enormous economic disaster for multiple
counties. Plus, we all know there is not a back up to clean energy
like nuclear power."

David Orce Pleasant Valley, NY 2020-04-18 "He’s to stupid and arrogant to change his position at this point, but
why not..."

Judith Balazentis US 2020-04-19 "Judy Balazentis"

Jodi Larkin Oswego, NY 2020-04-19 "We cannot afford a Black Out on top of COVID-19. Nuclear plants
produce reliable, clean power, keep Indian Point open!"

Isuru Seneviratne New York, NY 2020-04-19 "Killing Indian Point now means wasting all the effort
New Yorkers have spent pursuing energy efficiency
and renewable energy investments for over 2 decades.
Please also sign this letter from Climate Coalition to
Gov Cuomo with your name and affiliations/credentials.
http://climatecoalition.org/dear-governor-cuomo"

Kimberly Schmidt
O'Connor

Fishkill, NY 2020-04-19 "I'm signing the petition to save Indian Point because it is essential."

Gene Nelson Arlington, VA 2020-04-19 "Indian Point generates the equivalent of almost five Hoover
Dams each year without emitting a speck of carbon. Indian Point is
downstate New York's most powerful weapon to fight COVID-19 and
other respiratory diseases. If Indian Point closes, the extremely dirty
dual-fuel power plants in and near NYC that burn fuel oil will need
to produce 159% of the power they generated in 2018 during polar
vortex events - with 159% of their particulate-laden pollution. SAVE
INDIAN POINT INSTEAD."

Gaylen Paikai Las Vegas, NV 2020-04-19 "We need to get away the need for fossil fuel and additional
pollution. If clean air is a viable option we should embrace it!"

William Boyce Whangarei, New
Zealand

2020-04-19 "This affects the whole planet. Nuclear Energy from established
plants is a no-brainer to fight clime change."

Doug Hovasapian Montrose, NY 2020-04-19 "It’s clean necessary energy that we need or you can plan on many
blackouts"

Jim Seckler Beacon, NY 2020-04-19 "Because were loose more jobs during this crisis already And cuomo
and ny are loosing more taxes dollars but closing it"

Bernadette McElroy Bronx, NY 2020-04-19 "Bernadette McElroy"

Bernadette Cocharelli New York, NY 2020-04-19 "We need this plant!!"

BRIAN SAMBOR KEY WEST, FL 2020-04-19 "I could've done without all the scare tactics and anti-fossil fuels
harangue but I am a proponent of nuclear energy. Sign me up!"
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Domenick Antonuccio Wayne, NJ 2020-04-19 "Domenick Antonuccio"

Julie Glass-finken Oak Harbor, OH 2020-04-19 "Nuclear power is cleanest form of electricity."

Midiala Suri Yonkers, NY 2020-04-19 "Porque estoy a favor de un Planeta más limpio y en contra de todos
los que lo agreden."

James Shrum Harrisburg, PA 2020-04-19 "We need clean cheap power!"

Kenneth Roper Cape Coral, FL 2020-04-19 "I worked at ip1-2"

Mary Pelkey Newburgh, NY 2020-04-19 "Nuclear power is a clean energy source!"

Steven Sandike US 2020-04-19 "Cleanest, most efficient power source available. Don't let ignorance
& lack of respect for science rule you."

Ransom Taggart III Mesa, AZ 2020-04-19 "Indian Point is a Very Very important source of Very Very Clean
Energy and a very safe source of power"

Ernestine Kuhr Matthews, NC 2020-04-20 "I want to save clean energy in New York."

Dan Coody Fayetteville, AR 2020-04-20 "Nuclear power is carbon free and existing plants are our best
option until new generation nuclear comes online."

Kiyomi Yamashita Dallas, TX 2020-04-20 "I support nuclear energy and a zero carbon emission goal and to
eliminate global warming."

Ernestine Hope Port McNeill,
Canada

2020-04-20 "I care about the environment and part of the year I live in the USA"

Steven Kirsch Los Altos Hills, CA 2020-04-20 "we need all the clean power we can get"

Fishkill Supply Depot
Historic Site

fishkill, NY 2020-04-20 "With the post pandemic economic fallout looming, New
York cannot afford the power lost from this piece of critical
infrastructure, the loss in tax revenue, nor the permanent loss of
1000 well paying jobs"

Carol Merlino Newburgh, NY 2020-04-20 "It just makes sense!"

Danny Galvin East Walpole, MA 2020-04-20 "The plant is safe and efficient and there is no tangible plan to
replace the energy it produces."

Laura Wenz Buchanan, NY 2020-04-20 "Laura wenz"

Joe Manfredo Dobbs Ferry, NY 2020-04-20 "Hit theeeeee Switch!!"

debbie cooper peekskill, NY 2020-04-20 "They have come up with no better options Let’s close the plant with
no alternatives and not a worry at all about the Local towns who
have to pick up the slack"

Cindy Milici Hopewell Junction,
NY

2020-04-20 "I worked there it supply’s clean power throughout westchester."



Name Location Date Comment

Marianna Golden Hopewell Junction,
NY

2020-04-20 "Indian point is safe! Educate yourself!"

Greg Barton Richardson, TX 2020-04-20 "Maintaining a stable, zero carbon energy supply is vital in these
trying times."

Kristin Petrillo Brewster, NY 2020-04-20 "This business supports my family"

John Nagle Bryn Mawr, PA 2020-04-20 "The short-sighted position of closing nuke plants is breathtaking."

Mark Murphy Pennsville, NJ 2020-04-20 "Clean, safe base koad energy js needed, if climate change is really
an jssue, all nukes qould stay ooen and running. Guess it is a hoax,
or, op to raise taxes."

Joshua Stone Yorktown Heights,
NY

2020-04-20 "I’m for clean safe nuclear power"

Desiree Wolfgramm Kennewick, WA 2020-04-20 "Indian Point safely provides clean energy to New York State. This
station can continue to provide energy and jobs to the region
for many more years to come. You don't buy Palmer's chocolate
because it's good. It's cheap. No one really likes it. We go for quality
and value. Nuclear energy is the Dove chocolate of the energy
sector. Might be slightly more expensive, but completely worth it to
save the environment. Natural gas may be cheap now, but it's not
clean and still pollutes the environment, and prices will go up. What
is your priority?"

Jeremiah Sullivan Edgewater, MD 2020-04-20 "I want my family and friends in New York to breath clean air"

Lorraine Hatfield Harpersfield, NY 2020-04-21 "Keep it open"

Curtis Suit Swedesboro, NJ 2020-04-21 "Nuclear power generation is currently our best hope for high
density power production as we transition to better generation
methods."

David Hess London, England,
UK

2020-04-21 "I'm signing because New York cannot afford to take a step
backwards like this. It's bad for the climate. Heck, it's bad for science
and development"

Melinda Bell Richmond, VA 2020-04-21 "Natural gas plants are not the alternative to clean nuclear!
Governor Cuomo you have said you want to lead the nation in its
transition to zero emissions. Shutting Indian Point does not support
this, nor does a deal to power up new gas generation."

Loup Firinga France 2020-04-21 "For the climate !"

Corey Jones Kennesaw, GA 2020-04-21 "Nuclear power is the cleanest and safest way to make electricity.
We should not be shutting down any plants unless it's absolutely
necessary."

Arno Schiebler Germany 2020-04-21 "Nuclear is clean, reliable and save. Reduce burning fossiles and
stop exploiting thirdworld coutries."

Melanie Moore Poughkeepsie, NY 2020-04-21 "Nancy Moore"



Name Location Date Comment

Ashley Zinyk Edmonton, Canada 2020-04-22 "Although I don't live in New York, I do live on the same planet, and
that planet is threatened by CO2 emissions. Please don't close this
source of clean, zero-carbon energy."

Steven Noble Wollongong,
Australia

2020-04-22 "We all have to share this climate. We can't afford to cook it just to
please a noisy minority. Keep Indian Point open!"

Edwin Privas Aix, France 2020-04-22 "Nuclear is our best short term friend against climate change"

Ivan Maldonado Knoxville, TN 2020-04-22 "Not pursuing nuclear in this day and age is idiotic and
irresponsible."

Kent Burnett Penticton, Canada 2020-04-22 "The world needs more nuclear generated electricty. Not less. Kent
Burnett"

Kevin Hoffman Narangba,
Queensland,
Australia

2020-04-22 "I believe in clean, low carbon and sustainable energy, not dirty and
polluting fossil fuel."

Ian Hore-Lacy Australia 2020-04-22 "It's stupid to shut down a safe reliable source of clean energy."

Diane Harbolic Poughkeepsie, NY 2020-04-22 "Diane Harbolic"

Deborah Conkling Peekskill, NY 2020-04-22 "Live 1 mile from Indian point. We need it open to supply energy
and keep jobs open"

Mike Doherty Dublin, NH 2020-04-22 "I realize that nuclear energy is the only viable solution to global
warming. Politicians must think long term."

Victoria Adler Queens, NY 2020-04-22 "I'm signing because I know that we can't reach our carbon
emissions targets without nuclear - we need all forms of clean
energy."

Molly Lozeau Milford, NH 2020-04-22 "This is an important way to keep clean power going!"

Matthew Duncan Manchester, NH 2020-04-22 "Pollution affects our entire planet. Signing this petition to support
clean energy in your state."

Michael Parrella Jackson heights, US 2020-04-22 "We cannot begin to burn industrial quantities of natural gas at this
late date in the climate crisis."

James Mills Brooklyn, NY 2020-04-22 "Nuclear power is one of the best tools we've got to fight climate
change. Save Indian Point. Save our planet!"

Dennis Higgins Otego, NY 2020-04-22 "The COVID-19 virus provides a rationale to safeguard downstate
energy supply even as we reduce the air pollution that worsens the
viral impacts on infected individuals. More broadly, the worsening
climate crisis shows us that extreme measures will be needed to
lower CO2E statewide, nationally, and globally. We here can do our
part by letting IP1&2 serve out their full useful carbon-free lifetimes
of service."

Ian A US 2020-04-22 "Indian Point does not need to be prematurely decommissioned!"



Name Location Date Comment

Bruce Behrhorst Abbotsford,
Canada

2020-04-22 "Cuz New Yorkers need clean efficient affordable electrical power.
�"

Erik Revier Mounds View, MN 2020-04-22 "It makes sense. 21 billion dollars in solar on 46000 acres to replace
this power plant. Why not fight to close the cheap coal and NG
plants?"

victor villalba Teaneck, NJ 2020-04-22 "Local1-2"

Joey Zizzo US 2020-04-22 "Because I agree"

Mario Sigona Staten Island, NY 2020-04-22 "This is not the time to do this"

Lynn Burbank West Pittston, PA 2020-04-22 "My husband worked at this plant and always spoke of how many
safety protocols are in place. He assured me that I should have no
concerns about him working there. Please keep these jobs."

Robert Guilford Flushing, NY 2020-04-22 "Local 1-2"

Robert Poplees Ronkonkoma, NY 2020-04-22 "New York can be self sufficient and not dependent on buying
electric from other states . How many jobs will be lost in closing the
plant ?"

Michael Mckeon New Hyde Park, NY 2020-04-22 "We need clean reliable power and that is nuclear. Weather the
sun is shining, the wind is blowing or the water is flowing. There is
always clean power coming from Indian point"

Francis Kelleher Staten Island, NY 2020-04-22 "Francis Kelleher"

tracy higgins bellmore, NY 2020-04-22 "to help my family"

John Scarpa Centereach, NY 2020-04-22 "Gov. Cuomo, please do not close Indian Point!!!"

Cecilia Borcherding Huntington, NY 2020-04-22 "Hundreds of Jobs will lost, due to ignorance."

mark promax jamaica, NY 2020-04-22 "I support unions"

Bryant Vergara New York, NY 2020-04-22 "We need all clean energy options including this one!"

Hoi Ng Staten Island, NY 2020-04-22 "We need clean and affordable power. Indian point been proving
to operate safely over the years. Let New York have safe, clean and
affordable power source."

Jack Guarneri New York, NY 2020-04-22 "It is extremely necessary!!!"

Ausberto Cortes Brooklyn, NY 2020-04-22 "The earth is more important than any politician president senator
it’s god a green earth"

Thomas Mule Beacon, NY 2020-04-22 "I work there, and it is unfounded nonsense, that he says its unsafe
or potentially dangerous to NY. Cuomo is more dangerous to NY
than if we went up like Chernobyl(which is impossible for us)."

Maureen Valenti Staten Island, NY 2020-04-22 "We need clean air."



Name Location Date Comment

Kristin Giunti Pleasant Valley, US 2020-04-22 "Kristin Giunti"

Olga Anderson Highland Falls, NY 2020-04-22 "I am signing this petition because I believe we will continue to need
clean energy while we transition from fossil fuels, which is what
nuclear can provide."

Matthew Sheridan New York, NY 2020-04-22 "Its absolutely insane to shut down clean electricity and replace it
with natural gas. We have to make the pragmatic decision to save
our planet and use safe engineering! I would be indifferent to this
IF the grid was completely green/renewable, but right now it isn't so
this shouldn't even be a discussion. Keep indian point open!"

William Rodriguez New York, NY 2020-04-23 "William Rodriguez"

Ishmael Lind New York, NY 2020-04-23 "You are endangering our jobs"

Jeffrey Oleson Pittsfield, MA 2020-04-23 "Because it is vital to keep clean future energy, I also think it's
important to keep plants running with all trades that are well
trained and confident to do the job right. It also brings jobs ,great
revenue sources to the location the plant currently is running, that's
why!"

miguel flores staten island, NY 2020-04-23 "I believe it’s the right thing to do signing"

Jenn Sellers Atlanta, GA 2020-04-23 "The future is clean energy. Let’s be forerunners."

Raymond Torres Buffalo, NY 2020-04-23 "My aunt cares so I care"

John Begley Yonkers, NY 2020-04-23 "This isn’t the time to give up a vital source of energy."

Wayne Coffrin US 2020-04-23 "I work here and your putting us out of a job. But im glad you keep
giving yourself raises POS!!!!"

Roy Smalling US 2020-04-23 "Love the Earth"

Barbara Roberti Wappinger Falls,
NY

2020-04-24 "Barbara Roberti"

Josh Tokarsky Lilburn, GA 2020-04-24 "I believe in clean energy"

Russell Croker Ilford, England, UK 2020-04-24 "we need to see more Indian stand up and be cunt. to be heard in a
American. and get the right understand across to people's who live
in there area and election right so that everyone has there say about
the thing going in there area over time and to look at the climate
where lives so we can help them understand it"

Philip Johnson Sandy Springs, GA 2020-04-24 "Every time you shut down a nuclear power plant, you replace it
with a new natural gas plant. It's a fact. And one this country, and
many others, will wake up to way too late unless something is done
to stop it. Keep Indian Point open. Keep every baseload, carbon-free
energy source open as long as it is safe to do so."

Elmer Lewis Evanston, IL 2020-04-24 "If Indian Point is shut down there will be more fossil fuel use and
thus more air pollution and respiratory disease aggravating the
effects of COVID-19"


